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Bioreconstruct :
biodiversity reconstruction and 
himself reconstruction…

But why whe are here today ?



• We have many years of experience (a 
good partnership with our French local 
partners) : we realised a fish passage and 
every year we dispose some fish hides in 
rivers.

• And because we took part in the 
international competition « Stockholm 
Junior Water Prize » last August 2009.

• We want to depose a LEONARDO DA 
VINCI project « Transfer Of Innovation »
with you.





Context :
- The European water framework directive, 
the Water law, the European regulation and, 
more recently, the Grenelle environmental 
meetings have made mandatory the 
restoration of ecological continuity to 
encourage the return of rivers to good 
ecological status and the preservation of 
biodiversity.
- The social context in Europe and France.



The project objectives and carrying out
are the following :

1) Inventory obstacles adjustments of civil 
engineering on small rivers in each 
country locally by experts ; classify them 
into families, study their effectiveness, and 
see the possibilities of transfer between 
countries depending on various 
parameters,

2) Study their opportunities to improve or to 
make new.



3) Explore the possibilities of integration in 
this sector, before training,

4) Explore training opportunities for a public 
with professional integration needs
(insertion site on river facilities) with our 
social partner APIE in France, and explore 
European future trainers training during 
the construction of an innovative fish 
passage near Souillac,



Model for our project : he 
will be build near Souillac : 
the ONEMA IMF Toulouse 
will calculate our fish 
passage project.

(MMrs BARAN and 
LARINIER).



5) Explore continuing vocational education 
and training opportunities as well as 
certification for an audience already 
inserted in the civil engineering company, 



6) Examine the issue of recognition of 
training, at least locally (label ? and ECVET)

7) The training will be acknowledged in public 
market for main contractors process in the 
vicinity of local wetlands and rivers (lasting 
change).



Some precisions about our French obstacles inventory :

A list of more than 35 000 obstacles, including
dams, locks, weirs, mills no longer in operation, etc., on 
French rivers has been drawn up to date.

They are the cause of major transformations in the 
morphology and hydrology of aquatic environments and 
have a profound negative impact on the operation of 
ecosystems.

The scientific community is of the opinion that ecological 
fragmentation is one of the main causes of the reduction in 
biodiversity…



We will consult the French national 
database of obstacles to river flows from 
ONEMA (for the first level with national 
code, precise geographical coordinates, 
essential characteristics),



and with a second level reserved for 
stakeholders in restoration and policing 
activities, will include technical information 
required to determine the risks of 
ecological fragmentation (passage by fish, 
modifications to and continuity of habitats, 
sediment flow).



About our partners :

Mr Dominique PREUX represents the International Office for Water (OIEAU) 
in Limoges

Chantal MARY represents my Educational Authority, Rectorat Toulouse 
(DAREIC, European projects)

Josiane GUITOU represents our social partner APIE, Souillac

Guy PUSTELNIK, Frédéric EHRHARDT represents EPIDOR, Castelnaud La 
Chapelle

Nicolas TEFFO represents our local Water Agency Adour Garonne, Rodez

Agathe KÜHNEL represents the « Natural Regional Park of Causses du 
Quercy » in Labastide Murat

Patrice JAUBERT, Laurent FRIDRICK represents the Fish Federation of 
Associations in Cahors

Philippe D’AGIER, Bertrand BOUSQUET represents the private company 
IMERYS, in Thédirac



«« Think global and act local !Think global and act local ! »»



Enjoy life!Enjoy life!

Thank you for your attention.Thank you for your attention.

Thank a lot Ulla, Barbara, Mohamed.Thank a lot Ulla, Barbara, Mohamed.

Thanks in advance dear partners.Thanks in advance dear partners.



Action that gives satisfaction !Action that gives satisfaction !



LEONARDO, What else ?LEONARDO, What else ?



«« Boost my knowledge,Boost my knowledge,
boost my network,boost my network,

understand my past,understand my past,

find my future.find my future. »»


